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Conclusion and Advice to Residents 

Residents near the homeless camps1 should not be alarmed, only watchful. Anything 

that seems like a crime should be reported to 911.  Just living outside in a blackberry bush 

is perfectly legal.  Other complaints like “suspicious activity” should go to the non-

emergency 503-823-3333.   Even if no police are available at that time, every call gives that 

situation a higher priority.  For details, see below.    

The Federal Courts have declared that it is not illegal to be homeless.  It’s only illegal to 

engage in “illegal behavior” and living out of doors is not illegal.  The Portland police report that 

they can do nothing without evidence of illegal behavior.  They also advise however, that residents 

not investigate such behaviors for themselves.     

Wilkes Community Group has investigated this situation and notified the city at its 

“Homeless Toolkit” website2.  The city reported that the area is on the railroad’s right-of-way.  We 

have notified Union Pacific railroad but expect no action.  

The Multnomah County Transitions Project reports that more homeless are visible today for 

many reasons.  One is that whereas most major cities house 75% of their homeless, Portland 

houses only 50%.  As the city grows, more otherwise hidden spaces become publically visible.  

There are many causes for homelessness which include job loss, mental impairment, rising rents, 

migrant workers in Oregon agriculture, chronic poverty, etc.  A breakdown of the homeless by 

sections of the county can be viewed online at Transitions Toolkit3.  We visited the Hansen Shelter 

on 122nd and Glisan and talked with its managers4.. They assure us that there are few long term 

residents or behavioral problems.  The police have confirmed this.      

Solutions exist, but they would cost millions of dollars.  So far, Portland voters have 

repeatedly rejected tax increases to address this and many other problems.  

 

Richard Mohle, Chair,  

Wilkes Community Group 

                                                           
1
 We found evidence of 8 campsites but no residents.  The number of individuals involved is unknown.  

2
 https://www.portlandoregon.gov/toolkit/69845  

3
 Report as of January 2015 by the Transitions Project  
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